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I. INTRODUCTION

Non-traditional dispute resolution — "Alternative Dispute Resolution" or "ADR" — in Canada continues to mushroom. Everyone is getting on board the A-train. Current judges are participating in court-connected processes. Retired judges are finding new-found careers as mediators and arbitrators. Lawyers are seeing the potential of the "ADR movement" as an ever-expanding source of business. Universities, including law schools and other faculties, are not being left behind. As the editors of Dispute Resolution: Readings and Case Studies have commented, "[s]ince the first edition of this book was published three years ago, the level of interest in dispute resolution — and in particular in the teaching of dispute
resolution — has risen exponentially.” And together with this increased interest, there has been an ever-expanding body of ADR literature and online materials.

In my view, by building on a very useful first edition, the editors of this casebook have produced an excellent source for students, instructors, and practitioners, thereby providing a meaningful contribution to this exciting area of scholarship. I say this for four reasons: (1) the casebook includes a broad range of useful topics and materials; (2) it does a good job of including Canadian content; (3) its pedagogical focus is largely successful; and (4) it is relatively user-friendly.

II. TOPICS AND MATERIALS

The casebook tries to do a great deal for a great number of audiences. As the editors themselves acknowledge, its “principle goal” is “to provide a book for university and college students who are studying dispute resolution ... at the undergraduate and graduate levels, both in law school and in other departments and disciplines ... from a range of disciplinary backgrounds.”

Readings and Case Studies, supra note 1 at xvii.


See e.g. online: Canadian Foundation for Dispute Resolution <www.cfr.org>; “Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR): An Overview,” Legal Information Institute, online: Cornell Law School, <www.law.cornell.edu/topics/adr.html>; online: International ADR <www.international adr.com>; “Arbitration & Dispute Resolution,” Bora Laskin Law Library, online: University of Toronto, <www.law-lib.utoronto.ca/resources/topic/arbit.htm>; University of Victoria, Institute for Dispute Resolution, online: Institute for Dispute Resolution <www.dispute.resolution.uvic.ca>.


Readings and Case Studies, supra note 1 at xvii-xix.
By not limiting itself to the law school context, the casebook’s topics not only focus on
the legal aspects of ADR, but on disputes themselves, as both legal and social phenomena.
Before getting into materials on a number of the typical ADR processes,\textsuperscript{12} in Chapter One,
the editors look at the topic of “conflict analysis” generally.\textsuperscript{13} This set of materials includes
sources on the “roots” and “course” of conflicts, how a “problem turn[s] into a dispute,”
“conflict management,” and “conflict and culture.” While this chapter only scratches the
surface of broader social conflict scholarship,\textsuperscript{14} it is helpful — particularly for law students
—as background material to facilitate understanding of how legal conflicts can be situated
in broader thinking about social conflict.

Following the introductory chapter, the casebook includes — in what I consider to be its
core chapters — materials on negotiation,\textsuperscript{15} mediation,\textsuperscript{16} and arbitration.\textsuperscript{17} I consider these
the core chapters because, for the specific purpose of teaching, their topics form the “meat
and potatoes” of the ADR movement.\textsuperscript{18} As a result, they also form the core of many current
law school ADR courses.\textsuperscript{19}

In terms of the materials included in these three chapters, they do a good job of covering
the basic aspects of ADR tools. They also go beyond simple description and look at some of
the more interesting, important, and critical aspects of these processes. For example, in John

\textsuperscript{12} These typically include negotiation, mediation, arbitration, and other, more recent, hybrid processes. See e.g. \textit{ibid.} at xviii. For useful discussions and descriptions of these different ADR processes, see e.g. \textit{Negotiation, Mediation, and Other Processes}, supra note 1 at 3; D. Paul Emond, “Alternative Dispute Resolution: A Conceptual Overview” in D. Paul Emond, ed., \textit{Commercial Dispute Resolution: Alternatives to Litigation} (Aurora: Canada Law Book, 1989) at 1-25 [“A Conceptual Overview”]; \textit{Skills, Science, and the Law}, supra note 1 at 85-90. See also Alison E. Gerencer, “Alternative Dispute Resolution Has Morphed into Mediation: Standards of Conduct Must Be Changed” (1998) 50 Fla. L. Rev. 843.

\textsuperscript{13} \textit{Readings and Case Studies}, supra note 1 at 1-108.


\textsuperscript{15} \textit{Readings and Case Studies}, supra note 1 at c. 2.

\textsuperscript{16} \textit{Ibid.} at c. 3.

\textsuperscript{17} \textit{Ibid.} at c. 6.

\textsuperscript{18} As Pirie has indicated, the “primary” processes are “adjudication” [including arbitration], mediation, and negotiation” (\textit{Skills, Science, and the Law}, supra note 1 at 81).

\textsuperscript{19} See e.g. Trevor C.W. Farrow, “Alternative Dispute Resolution” (course outline), online: University of Alberta, Faculty of Law <www.law.ualberta.ca/courses/farrow/adr/index.htm>.
Manwaring’s chapter on negotiation, he includes materials dealing with issues of race, gender, culture, and power. While the reader is left wanting to some extent with these materials, given the breadth of the project, the included materials provide an adequate base for discussion and further research. Also, the lack of material on gender and culture, for example, is more reflective of the general need for further scholarship in these areas than a failing on the part of the editors.

Also raised in several places in these core chapters is the issue of ADR and ethics. Given the expanding role for lawyers and judges in the development of the ADR movement, questions as to the scope and adequacy of traditional codes of ethics are increasingly being raised and discussed. The editors have looked at this issue in both the context of negotiation and mediation. Again, while brief given the scope of the work, the editors have adequately introduced and discussed this important issue.

In addition to negotiation, mediation and arbitration, “hybrid” processes — including neutral evaluation, court-annexed processes, the mini-trial, and others — have become essential aspects of the modern ADR movement. For example, court-annexed processes, including mandatory mediation and judicial dispute resolution, are becoming equal in importance to traditional litigation processes for the modern litigator. Ellen Zweibel looks at a number of these hybrid processes. The materials, including those on court-annexed initiatives, are quite useful. Having said that, I think they would have been even more useful, particularly to law students, if they had included further materials on the exciting developments that are going on in the various Canadian jurisdictions that are experimenting with these court-annexed processes. But again, you cannot please everyone all of the time.

Ellen Zweibel has also put together a new chapter in this edition dealing with the novel and exciting topic of “online dispute resolution” (ODR). Basically, ODR contemplates

---

20 Readings and Case Studies, supra note 1 at c. 2.
21 Ibid. at 180-215.
23 Readings and Case Studies, supra note 1 at 258-80, 482-511.
24 As noted by a recent Canadian Bar Association report, mandatory mediation processes, that “require litigants to try their cases before trial” are part of the civil process in British Columbia, Saskatchewan, and Ontario (Janice Mucalov, “Mediation, Like it or Not” (January/February 2003) 12 National 26 at 26 [“Mediation, Like it or Not”]).
25 Alberta, for example, has made significant use of this judge-run, court-annexed, mediation-style process. See supra note 3 and accompanying text.
26 Readings and Case Studies, supra note 1, c. 5 at 410-19. Further, as discussed infra, notes 31-40 and accompanying text, I am strongly supportive of the project’s general efforts to include Canadian content.
27 For recent summary discussions of these developments, see e.g. “Mediation, Like it or Not,” supra note 24; Canadian Forum on Civil Justice, “Cross Country Snapshot of Dispute Resolution” (Spring 2002) 4 News & Views on Civil Justice Reform 12.
"traditional" ADR processes being modified and experimented with in online, computer-based media. They are providing even faster, cheaper, and more accessible alternatives to their fast, cheap, and accessible ADR forerunners.28 Whether or not ODR processes will become standard tools of the litigator remains to be seen. However, including this chapter does two positive things for the casebook. First, it includes materials on a leading-edge development in the ADR world. Second, and more importantly, it demonstrates to students the expansive and changing nature of this topic. Flexibility, experimentation, and novelty have been important aspects of the ADR movement and its success. Including these materials on ODR drives home the importance and reality of these aspects.

Finally, the editors have included a chapter on “designing and evaluating dispute resolution systems.”29 Again, we see the scope of the project at work. In my view, this chapter is as relevant to social studies and systems design as it is to the study of law. For law students, it represents a potentially important tool in the discussion and understanding of which processes will work in what contexts.30 Being able to evaluate a process takes students a long way down the road, as future lawyers, toward being able to recommend appropriate processes for a given context. This skill will apply equally to proactive advice, in the form of dispute resolution clauses in contracts, as to retrospective dispute resolution advice given by litigators.

III. CANADIAN CONTENT

Law and legal scholarship have clearly not escaped the clutches of globalization. For a long time now, Canadian jurists — judges, lawyers, and academics — have been relying on American and other foreign authorities as persuasive material for the development of our own scholarship and legal thinking. ADR is no different. And given its flexibility and non-rule-based nature, in many ways it is less jurisdiction-specific than most other areas of legal thinking and practice.

Having said that, the roots of the modern ADR movement stem largely from the United States.31 As a result, much of the available material used to study these processes has traditionally been American.32 Readings and Case Studies draws heavily on American materials. This is not a criticism, as Canadian dispute resolution scholars continue to rely on the expansive American ADR scholarship. Therefore, these American materials are largely well-chosen and well-placed. However, while drawing on a significant base of American thinking, the editors have also sought to provide us with broad exposure to the “critical mass of Canadian scholarship” that has developed in the past number of years.33 This, in my view, is the book’s most valuable contribution, particularly in the context of teaching ADR in Canada.

29 Ibid. at c. 7.
31 Readings and Case Studies, supra note 1 at xvii.
32 Ibid.
33 Ibid.
The cross-jurisdictional nature of ADR can be both a blessing and a curse. On the one hand, its flexibility and “jurisdictionless” nature allows for jurists of many different jurisdictions to practice and talk together in the same language, largely unencumbered by local rules and procedures. For example, when I was practicing as a litigator in Toronto, I acted for a Colorado-based corporation against a Texas-based corporation in a commercial arbitration held in Phoenix, Arizona. This proceeding was governed substantively by Michigan law and procedurally by the U.S. Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and the American Arbitration Association (AAA) Commercial Arbitration Rules. Given that the contract at issue in the dispute had a binding dispute resolution clause ensuring resolution by private arbitration under the rules of the AAA, Canadian and American lawyers could act in the same process without belonging to a specific local bar. Given the increased movement of lawyers both within and between countries, these sorts of dispute resolution scenarios are likely to become more commonplace.

However, culture still plays an important role in the understanding of, and participation in, local disputes and dispute resolution processes. As Pirie has acknowledged when discussing “conflict and conflict resolution across cultures,” culture — through “behaviour” — is “relevant to understanding conflict and conflict resolution…. [T]he presence or absence of certain behaviours can be important to the course conflict takes.” The jurisdictionless nature of ADR, unless it is adapted to fit a given culture, has the potential to homogenize otherwise distinct disputes and process requirements. Therefore, as is discussed in some of the articles included in the casebook, taking culture seriously is an important aspect of the modern ADR movement.

Taking culture seriously is equally important when approaching our scholarship. To the extent that Canadian legal culture differs from that of the United States, encouraging Canadian-focused scholarship will allow one to take seriously that difference. Further, to the extent that we as Canadians seek to protect that difference, encouraging and highlighting Canadian research projects and scholarship will help with this effort. I therefore applaud the efforts of the editors to recognize the “relevance of Canadian perspectives to the enhancement of the field” through the recent and important contributions of Canadian scholars to the ADR movement.

---

35 American Arbitration Association, online: American Arbitration Association <www.adr.org/index2.1.jsp?JSPssid=15747&JSPsrc=upload\LIVESITE\Rules_Procedures\National_International\.\focusArea\commercial\AAA235current.htm#CommArbRules>.
36 Skills, Science, and the Law, supra note 1 at 293-94.
37 See Readings and Case Studies, supra note 1 at 204-209, 732-38.
38 See also generally Skills, Science, and the Law, supra note 1 at 282-306.
39 Readings and Case Studies, supra note 1 at xvii-xviii.
IV. PEDAGOGICAL FOCUS

Regardless of where one comes out on the age-old debate about whether law school is about learning the law or about learning how to think about the law, there is no doubt that the study of ADR lends itself well to the problem-based approach. The editors of Readings and Case Studies obviously agree. As they state in the preface to the second edition, the "central pedagogical principle" of the book — expanding upon their approach to the first edition — is that "dispute resolution theory takes its meaning from dispute resolution practice."

In addition to the chosen materials, this principle manifests itself largely through the "notes and questions" sections that are included throughout the casebook. In these sections, together with certain longer case studies, students are provided with small thought experiments, hypothetical exercises, and questions designed to push their thinking through theory application. While not exclusively problem-driven, the casebook includes a number of useful examples and hypothetical exercises.

These exercises will not replace more comprehensive case studies and exercises. In my experience, students often find detailed role-play exercises involving multiple parties and complex fact scenarios to be of significant value when learning how to apply theory to practice. However, the exercises included by the editors do provide instructors and students with short, useful tools — in context — that help to bring alive the theories and principles that are discussed in the various readings.

V. USER-FRIENDLY

Like its first edition predecessor, the case book is well-organized, well-edited, and generally user-friendly. Its organization lends itself to a topic-based ADR course or set of course offerings. To the extent that instructors wish not to supplement it with additional readings and case studies, the casebook could stand on its own in terms of an adequate source of materials for an interactive theory/practice-based ADR course.

On a final, procedural note, the inclusion of an index has made this second edition an improvement over the first. As a general matter, the utility of texts and casebooks that do not include indices is, in my view, greatly reduced. The first edition of this casebook suffered

41 As S.M. Waddams has commented, "[t]here has always been and there will always be a tension in legal education between the practical and the academic." Introduction to the Study of Law, 5th ed. (Scarbrough: Carswell, 1997) at 17.
42 Readings and Case Studies, supra note 1 at xviii.
43 See e.g. ibid. at 111-15.
45 Some of the more well-known case studies are those that have been developed at the Program on Negotiation at Harvard Law School. See e.g. Bruce M. Patton, "Eazy's Garage" (Cambridge, MA: Program on Negotiation, Harvard Law School, 1997).
46 See, however, my comments on the need for additional case exercises, ibid. and accompanying text.
47 Readings and Case Studies, supra note 1 at 833-37.
from that problem. However, notwithstanding this improvement, the index is relatively brief and at times incomplete. For example, if you are looking for materials dealing with the issue of ADR and ethics, you would be better off looking at the casebook's table of contents than its index. In the index, when looking alphabetically for "ethics," you will find an entry for "ethical frameworks, negotiation"\footnote{48} that directs you to one section in the negotiation chapter.\footnote{49} In the table of contents, however, you will find several references to additional materials dealing with ethics, specifically in the context of mediation, which do not appear conveniently in the index.\footnote{50} Expanding the index would, in my view, make for an even more useful third edition of the casebook. However, in the end, while this is an important point, it does not ultimately detract from the overall positive accomplishments of the casebook as a whole.\footnote{51}

VI. CONCLUSION

ADR instructors have a wide variety of texts and casebooks from which to choose when assigning and recommending course materials. There are several quality casebooks in the marketplace.\footnote{52} Given the largely American focus of American law school curricula, I do not see 	extit{Readings and Case Studies} becoming a leading source outside of Canada. However, based on my review and use of the casebook, I recommend it highly to Canadian as well as to foreign students, instructors, and practitioners. I see it as a strong and welcome addition to the scholarship in this area.

\footnote{48} Ibid. at 835.
\footnote{49} Ibid. at 258-66.
\footnote{50} See ibid. at xi, referring to materials in ibid. at 493-500.
\footnote{51} Further, to the extent that the complete text of the casebook, in PDF format, is available on CD, this indexing and searching criticism becomes moot. While examination copies of the casebook exist on CD, it does not appear that the CD format of the casebook is commercially available. For a web-description of the casebook, see Emond Montgomery Publications, online: Emond Montgomery Publications \texttt{<www.emp.on.ca/books/130-2.html>}. Some of which are mentioned above, \textit{supra} note 8.